A nebulizer interface for liquid chromatography - Flame ionization detection: Development and validation.
Within this study, a novel liquid chromatography (LC)/flame ionization detector (FID) interface was improved. In contrast to previously published interface concepts, the main nebulizer body and the transfer capillary was made of stainless steel. Previously reported problems such as blocking of the transfer capillary were investigated. The simple design of the here presented nebulizer interface allows a convenient handling and the exchangeability of all nebulizer parts targets fast maintenance during routine analysis. A significant advantage is the capability to implement the novel interface into most common gas chromatography (GC)/FID systems. The effects of the instrumental parameters such as backpressure, gas flow, distance between nebulizer nozzle and FID collector or FID temperature on the signal were analyzed and optimized. The influence of the nebulizer material on flame stability and capillary blockage, a well-known problem of former coupling systems, was investigated, too. Finally, the novel interface was validated for the analysis of selected compounds known from literature. Obtained results for chromatographic separation of the alcohols propanol, butanol, pentanol and hexanol, used within previous studies in the field of LC/FID coupling are shown. Limits of detection (LODs), sensitivity and linearity found within this work are compared with LC/FID interfaces developed in the past.